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Overview and Rationale 
 
Archivists have a host of tools for capturing metadata from digital documents at their disposal, 
but this also means that they must familiarize themselves with the process for using each one 
before they can take advantage of the data it collects. Brunnhilde, created by the Canadian 
Centre for Architecture’s Tim Walsh, can be run against disk images and directories to identify 
viruses and other errors, file formats and MIME types, most recent dates of modification, 
duplication, and personally identifiable information. It brings together Siegfried (a file format 
identification tool), the ClamAV virus scanner, and BulkExtractor to locate this information. In 
addition to generating CSV reports outlining these details, it also presents the user with a 
convenient HTML document summarizing the information and a document tree. Walsh explains 
that this tool “characteriz[es] the overall contents of directories or disks to enable smart 
evidence-based decision-making”1. The ease of using Brunnhilde also makes generating reports 
to aid description at multiple levels feasible.  
 
On a broader level, use of a tool like Brunnhilde ensures an archivist does not accidentally skip 
steps in an appraisal workflow. Moreover, the fewer “clicks” involved, the more time that an 
archivist can devote to the intellectual work of arranging and describing materials. In other 
words, by adopting even this modest level of automation, the archivist can make more effective 
and consistent data-driven processing decisions, be they related to technical matters or to the 
description of the materials themselves. 
 
This document offers instruction on how to generate a report using Brunnhilde (Part I) and 
pinpoints some particularly useful details in Brunnhilde’s outputs that can speed up description 
(Part II). 
 
 
                                                
1 Walsh, Tim. 2017. “Data-Driven Reporting and Processing of Digital Archives with Brunnhilde.” Practical  

Technology for Archives (8). https://practicaltechnologyforarchives.org/issue8_walsh/.  

https://practicaltechnologyforarchives.org/issue8_walsh/
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Procedural Assumptions 

● The repository uses BitCurator 1.7.106+ for forensic appraisal of materials 
● The repository does not use a preservation system to gather and store forensic appraisal 

information about digital objects 
● Ability to use the command-line operations 
● Ability to use and manipulate XML reports and csv spreadsheets  

 
 
Hardware and Software 
 
Brunnhilde can be used with any operating system, but it is optimized for BitCurator 1.7.106+. It 
minimally requires Python 2.7 or 3.4+ and Siegfried (file format identification tool). To generate 
more complete reports, the following will also be required: 
 

● SleuthKit 
● HSFExplorer 
● bulk_extractor 
● ClamAV 
● tree  

 
All of these tools are packaged in the version of Brunnhilde included with BitCurator 1.7.106+. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.itforarchivists.com/siegfried
http://www.sleuthkit.org/
http://www.catacombae.org/hfsexplorer/
http://downloads.digitalcorpora.org/downloads/bulk_extractor/
https://www.clamav.net/
https://linux.die.net/man/1/tree
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PART I: Run Brunnhilde Against a Directory or Disk Image 
 
Workflow 
 

1. Identify the directory or disk image you wish to describe.  
 

a. If you have not already done so, create a working file by making a copy of files 
you are working with. Though Brunnhilde will not alter any of the files, it ensures 
the fixity of the original files and provides a point of reference if changes are 
made to the working files.  

b. When opened, the directory must consist of folders with no loose item. 
c.  The file name cannot contain any spaces or symbols other than _ (underscore). 

 
2. Determine where you would like your report to be saved.  

 
a. This could be as simple as establishing a reports folder on the desktop.  

 
3. Determine what you intend to name the report.  

 
a. Use the unit ID or title of the directory or disk followed by “report.” 

i. Example: CAC_CC_20121_0001report 
 

4. Open the Brunnhilde command prompt.  
 

a. If using the BitCurator environment, Brunnhilde is located in 
Home/Desktop/Forensics and Reporting. 
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5. Determine which optional arguments you want to use. This determines what 
information will be included in the report. 
 

a. The Carl Albert Center uses -bwz (for a directory) or -bdwz (for a disk image) 
i. This runs Bulk Extractor, includes a display of warnings, and scans 

compressed and archived files.  
 

b. The complete list of optional arguments 
-h, --help              show this help message and exit 
-a, --allocated        Instruct tsk_recover to export only 
allocated  

files (recovers all files by default) 
-b, --bulkextractor     Run Bulk Extractor on source (Linux and  

macOS only) 
--ssn_mode SSN_MODE    Specify ssn_mode for Bulk Extractor (0, 1,  

or 2) 
-d, --diskimage         Use disk image instead of dir as input  

(Linux and macOS only) 
--hfs                   Use for raw disk images of HFS disks 
--resforks             Extract AppleDouble resource forks from 

HFS disks 
--tsk_imgtype TSK_IMGTYPE 

Specify format of image type for 
tsk_recover. See tsk_recover man page for 
details 

--tsk_fstype TSK_FSTYPE 
                          Specify file system type for tsk_recover. See 
                          tsk_recover man page for details 
--tsk_sector_offset TSK_SECTOR_OFFSET 

Sector offset for particular volume for 
tsk_recover to recover 

--hash HASH             Specify hash algorithm 
-l, --largefiles        Enable virus scanning of large files 
-n, --noclam            Skip ClamScan Virus Check 
-r, --removefiles      Delete 'carved_files' directory when done 

(disk image input only) 
-t, --throttle          Pause for 1s between Siegfried scans 
-V, --version           Display Brunnhilde version 
-w, --showwarnings      Add Siegfried warnings to HTML report 
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-z, --scanarchives      Decompress and scan zip, tar, gzip, warc,  
arc with Siegfried 
 

6. Construct positional arguments.  
 

a. There are three portions of the argument—the source, the destination, and the 
report name. 

i. The source should consist of the file path for the directory or disk image 
you are creating a report for.  

ii. The destination will be the file path for the location of the report. 
iii. Title the report so you can locate it later.   

b. Each part of the argument is separated by a space.  
c. Enter the argument into the prompt and press “Enter” to begin the process. 

 

 
 

 Breakdown of example: 

 
 

7. When the process is complete, a message starting “Brunnhilde characterization 
complete. Reports in (location).  
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NOTE: Processing Steps to be Considered 
 
Once the initial report is available, you may use it for deduplication, removal of personally 
identifiable information (PII), and to make decisions about file conversions. However, these 
actions do not fall under the scope of this document. If you do use the reports to complete any 
of these steps, keep in mind that you will need to run a new report to capture the updated 
information before describing the records. Differentiating the titles for the initial report and 
report after deduplication by appending “initial” or “final” to the report title or numbering the 
reports can be useful for institutional records and for processing notes. 
 
Also, when describing multiple levels of a collection, the Carl Albert Center has found it useful 
to generate an initial report at the highest level of description first to handle processing steps 
and gain a comprehensive snapshot of the materials. Beginning at a lower level of description 
will require updating more reports when changes are made.  
 
PART II: Viewing the Outputs 
 
The outputs generated by Brunnhilde, particularly the user-friendly HTML report, help archivists 
efficiently complete the “‘factual’ parts of archival description, so that [we] can spend more 
time on the things that humans are good at like contextualization” as Walsh puts it.2  
 
Workflow: 
 

1. Navigate to the location where you saved the report. 
 

2. Open the report folder.  
Individual CSV reports, Bulk Extractor reports, the Siegfried report, logs, the document 
tree, and the HTML report can be found in this folder.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
2 Walsh, Tim. 2017. “BitCurator Users Forum 2017 Talk: Automated Processing of Disk Images and 
Directories in  

BitCurator.” Bitarchivist.net. https://www.bitarchivist.net/blog/2017-05-01-buf2017/. 

https://www.bitarchivist.net/blog/2017-05-01-buf2017/
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HTML Report 
 

1. Select the HTML file (titled with the report title.html) 
 

 
 

2. The “Aggregate stats” section of the report gives an overview of the extent of the 
collection, the range of dates covered by the files, the number of duplicates, and the 
range of file formats these statistics can be used to quickly: 
 

a.  get an idea of the size and nature of the contents 
i. For instance, a directory with only 3 different file formats would likely be 

easier to describe than one with 83.  
b. complete fields related to date range (dc.date, Date DACS 2.4) and extent 

(dc.format, Extent DACS 2.5) 
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3. The “MIME types” section ranks the types in order of decreasing frequency and provides 

a count for each type.  
 

a. The list of types in this section can be used to complete the type field (dc.type). 
b. Considering the counts helps characterize the records.  

i. For instance, in a collection with 134 image types (after combining tiffs 
and jpegs), and 27 text files, you can easily state in the description (Scope 
and Content DACS 3.1 or dc.description) that the majority of the series 
consists of images.  
 

 
 

4. The “Last modified dates by year” section ranks the year last modified in order of 
descending frequency.  

 
a. This section of the report is useful for determining predominant or bulk dates 

(DACS 2.4.10). 
 

 
 
Tree  
 
The file tree is a simple, textual representation of the folder structure. Brackets along the left 
side of the window indicate which folders encompass sub-folders and files. Documents are 
identified by their latest date of modification and title.  
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1. Select tree.txt to view the file tree.  
 

 
 

2. Scrolling through this document can provide a snapshot of how extensive a folder is and 
how complex the file structure is before beginning description.  
 

a. Attending to breaks in uniformity rather than reading the document in a 
detailed/ linear manner may be more helpful for forging this sense of structure. 
This information can inform descriptions of arrangement (System of 
Arrangement DACS 3.2).  
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Summary 
 
This document outlines how Brunnhilde can be used to automate archival description of digital 
documents by providing an overview of how to use the tool along with suggestions for how to 
apply information in Brunnhilde’s report and document tree to descriptive standards 
(summarized in the table below). However, Brunnhilde’s reports can be used for other 
description and processing purposes as well. In the meanwhile, these suggestions can support 
description by offering a quick and reliable method of collecting basic metadata from digital 
documents. 

Brunnhilde Outputs to Dublin Core and DACS Elements 

Brunnhilde Dublin Core DACS 
Total files/ Total size dc.format Extent (2.5) 
Earliest date modified/  
Latest date modified 

dc.date Date (2.4) 

MIME types dc.type, dc. description Scope and Content (3.1) 
Last modified dates by year  Predominant date (2.4.10) 
tree.txt dc.description System of Arrangement (3.2) 

 


